[Analysis of Ph1-positive leukemia by PCR].
Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) is characterized cytogenetically by the presence of the Philadelphia chromosome, which is the result of a reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22. Analysis of the rearranged chromosome 22 have demonstrated that the DNA breakpoints fall within a 5.8-kilobase (kb) region termed M-bcr. In Ph1-acute lymphocytic leukemia, approximately half of the patients have a breakpoint within M-bcr, whereas the remaining half have the break within the first intron of the BCR gene (m-bcr). We have investigated five cases with CML in the blastic phase to search the molecular mechanism of blastic crisis in CML. Using a method of reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), we have identified both types of breakpoints in samples of the three cases, suggesting the existence of M-bcr/ABL and m-bcr/ABL chimeric mRNAs in the RNA samples derived from blasts of the three cases. We have further analysed for alterations in the p53 gene in those cases. The p53 gene is now considered to be a tumor suppressor gene and its mutations play a role in the development of many human malignancies. We have attempted to determine whether the p53 gene is involved in the mechanism of blastic crisis in CML. Using the methods of RT-PCR and single stand-conformational polymorphism (SSCP), we have detected expression of only a mutated p53 allele in a case with CML blastic crisis, indicating that inactivation of the p53 gene in both alleles may contribute to the blastic crisis in this case. Accumulation of molecular analysis in more cases will clarify the mechanism of blastic crisis in CML.